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About This Content
The LNER Peppercorn K1 locomotives were built between 1949 and 1950, with the intention of splitting them between the
North Eastern and Eastern Regions. Many K1s would regularly be seen as far north as Edinburgh and they were frequently used
on the West Highland line in the early days. Many were later allocated to the Eastern Region with a large number going to
March, Cambridgeshire. K1's were used throughout the former LNER network and proved to be very versatile, working
everything from local coal trains to express passenger services.
The K1’s were withdrawn and scrapped by 1967: however, No. 62005 was used for a short time as an emergency boiler and
consequently survived into preservation. It has become very popular on main line rail tours especially on the West Highland
Line to Mallaig and has also sported the un-prototypical, but very fetching, LNER Green Lined livery as No. 2005.

Scenarios
Eight scenarios for the Weardale & Teesdale Network Route

Back In Service
Coal to Penrith
March Surprise
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Passenger Duties
Pea Souper
West Durham Rail Tour
Bricks Without Straw
April Showers
More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out
now!
Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features:
Simple, Standard and Advanced driving modes, with Xbox controller support (SIMPLE AND STANDARD MODES
ONLY)
Peppercorn BR Class K1 Locomotive and Tender in 3 authentic liveries: BR Lined Black (BR lettering and pre and post
1956 logos), BR Lined Black - Worn (BR lettering and pre and post 1956 logos), LNER Green Lined livery
(Preservation era)
All 70 members of the class with correct shed codes, logos and fittings
3 optional headboards for rail tours
Custom sound sets inside and out recorded from the remaining K1
Realistic cab with multiple views including head out and a fully modelled firebox and coal level
Custom, realistic wheel slip physics and effects with auto detection of weather conditions (ADVANCED MODE
ONLY)
Simulated steam chest (ADVANCED MODE ONLY)
Cylinder cock management (ADVANCED MODE ONLY)
Boiler management with priming damage possible (ADVANCED MODE ONLY)
Realistic injector control (ADVANCED MODE ONLY)
Improved dynamic steam and smoke colour and quantity
Realistic boiler water gauges effected by gradient, acceleration and speed and with blow down test
Visual priming effect from chimney when overfilling the boiler
Dynamic lamp setting on both locomotive and tender
British Railways (ex-LNER) rolling stock: Double 13 ton bolster wagons with 4 steel loads, Single 13 ton bolster wagon,
Ex-LNER Gas Tank wagons, BR Palbrick brick carrying wagons (can be loaded or empty), BR 22 ton Plate wagons, BR
Trestle AA wagons, Ex-LNER/Private Owner Mineral wagons, Ex-Private Owner worn livery - Coal, 7 plank wagons,
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Ex-Private Owner worn liveries – Coal
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I really like this game. It's quite challenging at least enough to hold my interest but not too much as to frustrate me for long. I
can't wait for the free form flight game to come in. That's going to be great because the flying itself is quite fun. There just
needs to be more of it. All in all I highly recommend this game to everyone. It takes a little getting used to at first as you're kind
of left ot your own devices on learning how to go about flying well. But once you learn this aspect it's a great deal of fun..
Dangerous High School Girls in Trouble - Oh noes
Believe it or not this is an RPG - a hillarious vintage board game with unique mechanics and a role-playing soul, to be
exact\/more vague. Set in the early 20th century, you control a group of high school girls trying to solve a mystery murder,
which leads them to uncover a darker secret involving the whole city. The skills you invest in are Rebellion, Glamour, Savvy and
Popularity. You level up by using those in appropriate 'mini games', which always involve interacting with the townsfolk.
Both writing and the art are superb. While exploring it for 15 hours or so, I encountered some weird things - a talking pony, a
split personality, a desk serving as a policeman, a ghost hired to scare unwanted visitors... The story got more ridiculous, more
interesting and more serious as I progressed. By the end it felt like Doctor Who, catching you off-guard with messed up
revelations & profound thoughts, right in the middle of the laugh. Let's just say I understood why it got banned by Big Fish
Games.
If this got you interested at all, try it - a tad repetitive mini games don't detract from this one of a kind experience!

V e r d i c t : GREAT, with some room for improvement. A very good exploration game. Music and ambientation are good, too.
Low poly style is like a hand in a glove, matching perfectly the overall game. Try and error method for some puzzles can be
annoying, but the reward is worth it. About control, I think is very important to use gamepad in this game, to control the
character with an analog control and mix it with another analog control for the camera. With this configuration is totally
enjoyable. Give him a chance and finish if you can!. Tsioque is a wonderful 2D adventure game that was thoroughly enjoyed
both by me (34yo) and may step daugther (6yo) for around 4h (we did cheat in 3-4 moments though). Humour, artistic style and
quite a unique and surprising plot are definitely worth the reasonable price.. Still not as scary as Everlasting Summer.. poor
game...bugs everywhere. Before:
>eww necrophilia is nasty
After:
>( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). If you enjoy listening to your favorite music, get this game.
10/10 Would blow up hungry, glowing alien robots in darude sandstorm again. And again. And again.. Game crashes while
loading missions and the controls are too sensitive in Hellfire. But it looks great just wish I could play through single player..
Uninstalled it, because it won't find any servers to play with other players.
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You get what you paid for, 1.5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the
number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money.
This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. Really old game. The graphics are very pixelated. but it's
still fun to play through the missons. Multiplayer is dead.
It still runs perfectly on Windows 10, which I find amazing.. 8/10
I know it seems like one of those cookie cutter RPG maker games,
but this game has legitimate charm. It may look like a cookie cutter game, but it isn't.. Fun, simple but charming RPG with a
Greek mythological theme. THe game is not too deep, and actually plays more like an "offline-MMO" than a true RPG, but
offers enough to hold your interest if the game appeals to you. Try it when It's on sale.. I can highly recommend this game to
anyone looking for a great platform shooter. This game is the perfect balance of challenging yet rewarding gameplay. The
gameplay is simple enough virtually anyone can play and yet certain moments will leave even the most experienced gamer trying
their hardest. It also balances the feel of an old-school 8 or 16 bit game with the visuals of a futuristic one. The developer
continues to work on DLC and adding to an already great game. Once again I can highly recommend this game and give it a
10\/10.
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